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UCF baseball team sweeps Southeastern Louisiana - see Sports, p. 16
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Torregrosa/Amoros suspended
by OMAR DAJANI

•

•
•
•

•

nor.

The two minor violations
carry a combined $20 fine. The two
An appeal designed to unseat major violations will mean the "susMiguel Torregrosa and Frank pension of all executive powers,
Amoros- from the helm at Student privileges until August 3." That
Government for the '95-'96 term means the president-elect and vjce
president-elect will not be inaugufailed to materialize.
rated
until August, depriving them
Kiesha Bell, who ran with
of
three.
crucial months when a presicurrent SG president Darin Patton,
dent
normalJy
picks his cabinet and
sought to prove the winning
begins
to
work
on his campaig!l
Torregrosa/Amoros ticket violated
promises.
election statutes, which should dis"We're not going to be spitequalify them from taking office on
ful
or
vindictive;
we want to move
May3.
forward
and
help
the
student body,"
Last Thursday, SG's judicial
council held a hearing which lasted Torregiosa said. But he believes the
until l a.m. Friday morning. After ruling w~s severe and "will defireviewing and debating evidence nitely affect us throughout the whole
presented by a dozen witnesses and year. After all, Ithat person [the senthrough several reports, Torregrosa_ ate pro tempore] will really have the
and Amoros were charged \Yithfour ability to decide where student govviolations, two major and two mi- emment is going to go.".
Staff writer

~iss Hawaiian Tropic

.

By statute, the current senate
president, or pro tempore, is third in
command of SG in the absence of
the president and vice president,
and w.ill head SG until August.
''I'm disappointed [with the
decision]. I feel they should be disqualified," Bell said. She plans to
appeal the ruling with stuc,lent ·affairs, partly on the grounds that Chief
Justice Rico Brown was biased
against Patton.
"I feel it is just a slap on the
wrist," said Kiet Ngo, an elections
commission~r who submitted an
independent report for the judicial
hearing. "It doesn't set a precedent
for future elections."
The minor violations were
given because Torregrosa/Amoros
submitted some receipts that weren't
see JUDICIAL, page 4
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Martial arts toumament
kicked out of gym after
2,000 too many show up
D UCF Police are
forced to end state
tourney after fights
broke out in the
crowd.

•
•

by KATIE JONES
Managing editor

_J

photos/SOLARES

Krista Frazier, a 19-year-old student from Houston, gets a hug from her mother as she
wins the Miss Hawaiian Tropic International Pageant in Daytona Beach this past weekend. Some of the prizes she got were a ski boat and a Jeep Cherokee, along with a ·
modeling contract with Hawaiian Tropic.
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Critically a~laimed author champions
book reading at Visual Aris Auditorium
by BOB VOGEL

•
•

•

Barth gave his "State of the
Art" address to about 350 people in the Visual Arts Auditorium at UCF
The information age is upon last Thu~sday night. The speech deus. Books, experts predict, will be. tailed some of his and other writers'
replaced by electronic replicas that observations on the current state of
will be just as easy on the eyes as American Uterature and the impact
· their predecessors and just as por- by recent technological advances,
table.
such as hypertext and virtual reality.
But according to John Barth,
He quoted Mike Joyce, a
noted American novelist and es- writer for the American Boo.k Resayist, that doesn't mean you have view, saying: "Weare in the late age
to stop reading the real thing.
of print. We are in a time where the
News editor

•

book gives way to telling a story in
light forms." Barth said hypertext,
or digital text, is the technological
manifestationof"writingofthemind
in Ught forms." By clicking on a
single word, hypertext readers can
open different catalogs of information associated with that word. Readers literally interact with the text.
·Barth identified hypertext as
"the greatest technological innovasee BARTH, page 5

Five hundred people were supposed to show up for a state martial
arts tournament at the UCFEducation
gym last Saturday. Theproblems came
when almost 2,500 people showed up
for the event.
Cafoline Eddy of Lee's Tae
Kwon Do in Longwood signed a form
asking for staff and equipment for
only 500 people. But the large number
ofpeoplecrowdedintothegymcaused
several "real" fights to break out, re- suiting in at least nine injuries.
Sgt. Tom Gorbas of the UCF
Police Department said police had to
shut down the tournament after they
noticed it was getting out of hand.
He explained that the majority
of the crowd was cooperating with the
police and also wanted theeventclosed
down because of the small groups of
people who were fighting.
''When I walked to the back of
the gym, there was a man bleeding
from the face. He was one of the
judges," Gorbas said.
Police charged Cheong Yong
Park, 26, a martial arts instructor from
Pompano Beach, Fla, with battery.
A man with a martial arts black
belt yelled at a table of judges, then
News
Opinion
Classified

Roseanne teen vixen Sarah Chalke - see p. F- 9

photo/WELCH

Frank Amoros (left) and Miguel. Torregrosa look over
paperwork at Thursd~y's judicial hearing.

Features

Sports

walked over to a judge and hit him in
the face, knocking him to the ground .
He then kicked him in the side several
times, causing the man to fear for his
life.
The large number of people
also proved too stressful for the air
conditioning unit in the gym. The hot
temperatureandsticky humidity level
made the crowd uncomfortable and
even more agitated.
"It ·was extremely hot in the
gym, the bleachers were about 80
percent full, and the whoie floor of the
gym was completely packed with karate students in theiruniforms,"Gorbas
said.
Lonne Moore, facilities coordinatorin the Education building, said
that if he had known 2,500 people
were going to show up for the tournament, the group would not have been
allowed to meet in the gym.
He believes the projected attendance number of 500 written on the
application for gym use could have
been misrepresented to obtain a
cheaper rate.
Eddy was contacted, but refused to comment.
Teny Genovese, UCF Arena
director, said that Eddy contacted her
in February to get rates for renting out
the Arena for the day of the tournament. Genovese added Eddy told her
she expected 3,000people to attend1,000 participants and 2,000 spectators. Therentwouldhavebeen $2,500
Jor a day, and Genovese held the date
in the Arena open incase Eddy chose
see GYM, page 5
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IT ALWAYS c.0.5TJ lf.5J TMAIJ 1... aoo . . c.OllfCT.jA1
Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who rule.
And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about being wise
with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price on a collect call,
just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT. it always costs less than 1-800-COLLECT. Always.
There are· lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.

dial

1 8 0 0

C A L L
A T T

•

~LWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT:
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A1&T. Your lrue Voice.®
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Blood Drive

throughout the day.
Form ore information
or to register, contact Karla
LeCroix at 823-0542.

The UCF BJood
Drive will be held March
29-31 on the Student Center Green. For more details call 823-3318.

National Spring Break
Tour on campus

College by E-mail

•
•
•
•

The Florida State
University system has released its 1995 brochure on
correspondence courses. The
brochure details enrollment
procedures, fees and course listings for courses offered by correspondence. The courses can
be taken by mail, fax, e-mail or
over the phone.
Students can register
year-round with prior approval
of an instructor. The cost of
correspondence courses is the
cost of regular tuition plus a
$30 processing fee.
For a free copy _of the
courses offered by correspondence, write the UF Department oflndependent Study and
Distance Education, DOCE,
2209 NW 13th St., Suite D,
Gainesville, FL, 32609-3498,
or call (904) 392-l'Zl l, Ext.
200.

News writers wanted. Call and leave a
message for Ryan or Bob at 823-8054.

Charity Basketball Tourney
UCF will host a three-onthree charity basketball tournament to raise money for the Arnold
Palmer Hospital for Children and
Women. The tournament is sponsored by the sorority Delta Delta
Delta, and will be from 11 a.m. to
6 p.m. April 9 in the UCF Arena.
An awards ceremony will follow
the tournament at 9 p.m. at Phineas
Phogg's on Church Street. Registration fot the tournament is $50.
The entry deadline is March 31.
Each team must have three starters and one alternate.
There is no admission for
spectators · to the tournament.
Raffle drawings will take place

The Spring Break OnCarripus Tour is heading to UCF.
From 11 a.m. _to 5 p.ni. the Student Center Green will transform into a carnival.
Spring Break Activities include Sprint Telephone's Air
Volieyba11, the inflatable court
of fun and the long distance
frisbee toss.
Other activities include the
Citibank Velcro olympics and
sumo wrestling sponsored by
Details magazine. The sumo
wrestlers will wear large inflatable sumo suit"s complete with a
fake pony tail.
A master of oeremonies
wiII be on hand to lead students
in Brady Bunch Trivia, Name
That Tune, and other games for
prizes.
UCF is one of 15 colleges
nationwide ~o host the Spring
Break Tour.
by Ryan Anderson, News .editor

TACOMAil\TIA is a new quick service
Mexican restaurant located in the
University Shoppes Center
.(near UC7 Movie Theatre)
Come in and enjoy a delicious authentic
Mexican meal.
We have a complete traditional menu
as well as extensive low fat vegetarian fare.
We make our own fresh com tortillas daily on the
premises. You can taste the difference!

COM-ING SOON.TO THE UNIVERSITY
SHOPPES CENTER
Beer & Wine Available

1ust One Bite ci.nd You Will Be ci. Tci.comci.nici.c!
ALSO ACCEPTING EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
12275 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 407/ 277-5386
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Over 100 colleges, universities ~Id
natiOnwide protest of financial aid cuts
D Organizers hope
to send a message
- to Republicans in
Washington.
College press service

College students across
the nation are mobilizing in an
effort to convince Congress to
spare the ax when it comes to
federal funding for higher education.
Numerous
student
groups are planning a National
Day of Campus Action Against
the Contract with America for
Wednesday, March 29 . .
"We want to send a message that the Contract with
America is a program for social under-development," ·said
Jeremy Smith, spokesman for
the University Conversion
Project, which is·organizing the
event. "We're building a coalition to Jet people know that
these are programs that are that
are sacred to our future."
More than I 00 campuses
across the nation will be holding demonstrations to exhibit
student support for Education.
"We must make it clear that if
these measures are enacted it
will be without our consent,"
said a statement from the UCP.
"A contract we never signed is
not a Contract with America, it
is a Contract on America."
Sarah Lund, a junior at
Kent State University and
spokesperson for the Student

Action Coalition, said the GOP's
actions have awakened the activist in many college students.
"This is something that is
hitting a lot of middle-of-the- road
people," Lund said. "Joe Schmo
student is finally finding out that
the government is doing something that will hurt him, and he's
decided to do something about
it".
The federal government currently provides more than 75% of
aII student aid, spending $31 billion on work-study programs,
grants and loans alone last year.
In January 1 the Alliance to
Save Student Aid polled 1,000
adults to gauge their opinion of
student aid. They found that nearly
90 percent of those surveyed favored, at the very least, maintaining student aid as it stands today.
The ASSA said the support was
comparable in.most demographic
groups, induding Democrats and
Republicans.
Though the legislative proposals vary from slight reductions
in student aid to the complete
elimination of student loans altogether, House Republicans officials are seeking to decrease funding for higher education in part to
help fund a $190 billion middleclass tax break and balance the
federal budget.
Republican lawmakers have
suggested that the elimination of
the interest subsidy on student
loans would save $8 billion per
year.
Presently, the federal government covers the interest owed
on student loans while students

are still in college.
Students who take out the
full amount they are eligible for
under the Family EducationLoan Program now owe $17, 125
after graduation. That amount
would.increase to $20,532 if the
interest subsidy were eliminated.
Students continuing on to two
years of graduate school would
see their loan increase from
$34,125 to $43,292.
Kevin Bayer, the director
of the National Association of
Graduate-Professional Students,
said while the federal government will save money initially
by eliminating interes.tsubsidies,
the long-term costs c_ould be
much higher.
"You can't increase the
price of a student loan without
decreasing then umber of people
who use them," said Bayer. "Students will be switching to programs they may not be that interested in to save money, taking longer breaks from school to
pay their tuition or giving up the
idea of a bachelor's, master's, or
Ph.D altogether. The ultimate
effect wi11 be a reduction in the
amount of people who are trained
in certain fields."
Bayer said his organization is joining with several other
student groups to protest the education cuts. By flooding their
representatives with e-mail messages, mail, phone calls and
faxes, students hope to convince
members of Congress that representatives will be held accountable for their vote, added Bayer.
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Quick Page Inc.
Fern Park
7030 S. HWY 17-92
407-831-KWIC (5942)
(Across from old K-Mart)
•some restrictions apply

WE WON'T BE UNDERSOLD!
wE DELIVER!
_Deltona
2063 Saxon Blvd.
904-789-3339
(Saxon Place)

WE BUY BEEPERS

University
Apartments
Across from UCF!
*Under New Management*
Now Pre-leasing for August Occupancy

We offer spacious 2 bedroom 1112 bath
from $425
• Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus
• Covered Parking
•Laundry Facilities
•Pool
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning
Universit

12017 Solon Drive
Orlando, FL 32826
(407) 273-4097

_ __.P...-as=tur=e;;,.__ _---4 >
Solon

Office Hours (M-F) 9-5pm

•

UCF

M& o fiuto Accessories
Making your auto dreams become reality!!!

s~1qg3

Rear (OLM) Spoilers • Ground Effects •Fender Trims
Custom Made Mats • Custom Made Dash Covers • Bug Deflectors
Sun Caps & Moon Visors • Wheel Covers.• Custom Wheels
f·

24 Kt. Gold Plated License Frames •Neon Kits/ License Frames
Running Boards • Show Grilles • Gold Plating • and More ...

We now feature our
newest line of Supra Style
rear spoilers for most cars!!!

ti We offer professional installation on most of our products plus check
out our great quality and the lowest prices in town.
ti All UCF students/faculty/staff receive a 10% off the regular and sale
priced items with I.D.
tlM & 0 is UCF student owned and operated.

Located at Flea World
Open Fri, Sat, Sun
Booths # E-81 & P/.1-3-5
4311 Orlando Drive {Highway 17-~2)
Sanford, FL 32770
Phone 330-0131

UCF-F& 89.9

the alternative
and

cultural source

the UCF MUSIC DEPARTMENT JAZZ LAB BAND

~
UCF Jazz Lab Annual Spring Concert
. featuring

Friday, April 14, 1995
8:00 p.m.
UCF Student Center Auditorium
FREE for students!
$S at the door for non-students.
-·

......._

·.·.. ·.. ·
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Lynn: No evidence of
fraudulent receipts
JUDICIAL, from page 1

signed by the issuer and didn' titemize purchases according to procedures set by election statutes.
But Larry Lynn, a former justice appointed by the student affairs
as a special judicial investigator,
said, "I think the biggest problem in
all this is the total and complete lack
of any sort of procedure for the
receipt and recording of campaign
expenditures. If those procedures
were in place, it might have prevented this whole thing from happening." Lynn added, "There is no
evidence _of fraudulent receipt of
any type."
The major violations were
imposed because Torregrosa and
Amoros failed to post on the elections board a list of businesses that
offered them discounts. Also, elections rules require that if the discounts were not available to a11 other
candidates, the candidates. must report the fair market value of the
purchased items, rather than the discounted prices. Election statues
specify a $1144 campaign expendi-

ture limit.
Steve Boyd, a former candidate for SG president, said when he
saw the multitude of Torregrosa/
Amoros signs before the elections, he
inquired with the ticket as well as with
theelectionscommissionon the source
of the signs. ''I didn't get anywhere
[with Torregrosa/Amoros and] with
the elections commission. I tried to
stop it at the beginning of the election
before it affected anything," he said.
Boyd was also unhappy with
thejudicial council's decision, asking,
''Is it going to be fair and just to the
students that their president violated
all those rules? ... I think they should
have ruled to disqualify him."
The current senate president,
Rob Morris, was relieved ofhis duties
recently because he did not meet academicrequirements necessary to maintain the position. Until he is officially
reinstated,studentgovernmentsources
indicate either SGsenatorsNikiPenne
or Diana Carlson will get the job.
Thursday's senate meeting will decide who will run SG during the summer.

Over-capacity crowds moved
outside to comply with fire codes
GYM, from page 1

to hold the toum~ent there.
WhenEddyfilledouttheapplication to use the Education gym for
the tournament, she wascharged$600
plus $12 an hour for a projected attendance of 500 people-much less tJ:ian
the maximum capacity for the building, and a much cheaper rate than the
Arena.
Moore said that if he knew the
crowd was going to be as large as
Saturday's, he would have suggested
the tournament be held at the Arena ..
Moore said: "[The Education
gym] is quite a discount to the Arena.
I believe the reason they wanted it here
was to get a much more discounted
rate than the Arena."
Moore explained that his staff
helped control the crowd by ll)'ing to
keep as many people outside as pos-

sible, so the group would not be in
violation of fire codes.
The Orange County Fire Department was called to see if they
could shut down the event due to
overcrowding, but the UCF Police
finally got the crowd outside of the
building and ended the tournament.
Gorbas said, "It was a stressful
situation for everybody there, because
of the fights that were occuning, the
injuriesandtheovercrowdingof2,500
people in the gym."
Several parents reported to police that they were unhappy with having to pay to enter to gym, and also pay
for their children to enter the tournament and not be able to see them due
to the large crowds. Some people were
unhappy with their seats, and participants complained they lost the $55
they paid to enter the tournament when
it was cancelled.

. Wanted:

Writers • Artists
Photographers •
Poets

Implosion: A Journal of the Bizarre and Eccentric is
looking for submissions for its Spring/Summer edition.
We're expanding the length of our magazine. and we've
also extended the deadline - April 15, 1995. We're
looking for, as the name implies, quality bizarre and
eccentric work. Nothing is out of the question - quality
is the deciding factor. Enclose a S.A.S.E. with your submission. We perfer short stories and poems to be submitted on Macintosh disk, but a hard copy is okay. Please
send slides or photocopies of drawings; slides or prints for
photos. Everything will be returned if you ask nicely.
Implosion has a circulation of 6,000 and is distributed
throughout Orlando and Tampa. For a sample copy of
Implosion, send $2 or a self-addressed envelope with
$ t .2 3 in postage.
Implosion • 12243 University Blvd. • Orlando" FI 32817
(407) 823-8054
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Author says
technology
provides
outlets for
creativity
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281- ROJO (7656)
12233 University Blvd. • Orlando, Florida 32817
Located on the comer of University & Alataya
Across from UCF

CA-RRY Our SPECIAL
One 16'' Large Pizza

BARTH, from page 1
ti n ince movable type."
But for all this technology,
Barth remains an outspoken advot of the written word. "The new
gnme in town ...combining elements
f omputerfiction with wraparound
ightand sound and feel is, ofcourse,
virtuaJ reality, and it dismays the
bujeezus out of me," he said. "Who
would bother to read Madam Laura
Lee for example, when we're able
virtually to sleep with those heroines and/or their male counterparts,
serially or simultaneously?"
Aside from the actual experience of reading, Barth said he enjoys simply going into a library.
"When you walk around, you are
litera11y overwhelmed by the smell
of books, especially in older libraries," he said. ''But the best thing .. .is
finding something other than what
you went there to find."
But readers are not the only
ones who should remain loyal to
books, Barth said.
Print writers are a little suspicious of hypertext for occupational
reasons. "Control ofcopyright seems
to evaporate out there in
cyberspace," he said.
Other occupational concerns
exist. ''I do not doubt that hypertext
and virtual reality are too fascinating not to become yet another competitor for audience attention." He
joked that a New York playwright
recently referred to print writers as
'"roadkill on the infonnation highway."
But, he added, while these
technological advances will undoubtedly take market share away
from other traditional written media, they will also promote the written word as an art.
Barth said this technological
advancement has created outlets for
what he called "the incredible resurgence of creativity going on in the
90s." Groups of people have identified and cataloged themselves and
their work, and the list of outlets is
endless.
''Dissident comics, electric
journals, cryptonic hyper-media CDROMS, the internet, surf-punk technical journals, interactive cable TV,
hypertext novels, gender f**k performance arts spectacles, teenage mutant
ninja gangsters, C-span, Beavis and
Butt-head, feministdeconstructionists
-the list goes on, you name it, and if
you can't. make it up," he said.
After the speech, fans stayed to
get Barth's autograph. "I love his
books," said Joe Stonitsch, a 42-yearold former UCF srudent. "He's so
much more humorous and enjoyable
than Grisham or King and much more
intelligent. too."
Kristine Legris, an UCF English major, also enjoyed the lecture.
..I found it interesting, even though
I'm required to write a report on it for
ngr h class.n she said.
The event, part of The UCF
· ·nguished Author Series, was coordinated by the Department of Engi· The series brings a critically
writer to campus each year
that writer's accomplish-
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An hour before the speech, nearly 170 people showed up to
meet John Barth and discus his work.
To commemorate the occasion,
50 copies of a broadside were printed
on a hand-operated letterpress. The
selection thatBarthchoseforthebroadside, on the facing page, is the opening
passage of "On with the Story," the
title work of his forthcoming collection. It will be published in 1996, with
the story to appear in TryQuarterly
next winter.

Atareception before the speech,
several of the broadsides were donated
to the area libraries for display.
Barth is the author of The F!.oating Opera, Lost in the Funh.ouse, The
Sot-Weed Factor, and Giles Goat-Boy
and many other works. He has frequently been described as an eminent
practitioner and theoretician of
postmodern fiction.

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA

281- ROJO (7656)
12233 University Blvd. • Orlando, Florida 32817
Located on the corner of University & Alafaya
Across from UCF

$17.50
TWO

18"

EXTRA LARGE PIZZA
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A CONTROLLED GROWTH COMPANY
NOW TALKING WITH INTERESTED PEOPLE

POSITIONS:

SERVICE PERSONNEL
BAR PERSONNEL
FRONT DOOR PERSONNEL
ALL KITCHEN PERSONNEL

BENEFITS:

./ LONG TERM EMPLOYMENT
./ QUALITY WORK ENVIRONMENT
./ FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES (PART OR FULL)
./ MEALCOMPPROGRAM
./ SALES AND PERFORMANCE BONUSES
./ POTENTIAL MANAGEMENT POSITION AVAILABLE
./ ABOVEAVERAGEPAYSCALE
./ KITCHEN $6.00 TO $9.00 PER HOUR

ADDRESS:

848 Sand Lake Rd.
Orlando, FL 32809

TIME:

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on MONDAY-FRIDAY
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. on SATURDAY
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Slash student aid

Well, this Wednesday we're all getting ready to protest the
Republican "Contract ON America," right? This Wednesday is
the first ever National Day ofCampus Action Against the Contract
with America, sponsored by numerous student groups around the
country.
But knowing how apathetic (I do emphasiz.e the "pathetic")
students at this fine university are, it won't be too surprising to me
ifmy grandmother turns out to protest before our befoved campus
activists do. (And she's dead.)
But let's be frank: UCF is a veritable microcosm ofAmerican
politics at it's worst. We have our friends in Student Government
who seem to have learned well that the lack of rules 'or political _
precedents doesn't represent a problem, but an opportunity. .
Observe, in the real world, how groups are willing to scream
once their share of the spoils of Washington are threatened.
Observe the Orlando Naval Training Center. Observe Public
Radio. Observe the benefactors of corporate subsidization.
Most of all, observe students who cry when legislators
threaten to scale back their subsidy - yes, subsidy - that
politicians should cut the budget. .. just as long as its not Qieir piece
of the pie.
Every day, we hear cries that the American political scene has
been corrupted by special interest, but shake our heads when we
are accused of exerting our political muscle to obtain something
that may not be around for long if the government keeps spending
like a freshman with his daddy's credit card on spring break.
So the GOP' s actions have awakened a new kind of activism
in students all across the nation, eh? So we're all principled now,
is that it?
Let's face it, folks, we've learned from our elders, and we have
learned well. We're looking out for our own asses, and-may
heaven help the local politician who can't secure our just d€Sserts.
Kevin Bayer, the director of the-National Association o
Graduate-Proffesslonal Students, warns that cuting the student
he growing belief that organized religion-does
budget will have long-tellil, unspecified repercussions.
more harm than good because of the mistakes
says that if students are forced to pay for their education,
made by the Catholic church worries me.
they will take longer to finish their degrees, thereby creating a
it's a common mistake to a-ssociateCatholiFirstofa11.
shortage of trained workers to keep America afloat.
What he means to say is stµdents aren't going to school to cism with Chnstianfty. You can ask any Baptist, Methodbetter their minds. They' re not going to school to get a well payed - ist, etc.' what faith he or she belongs to, and for the most
As far as social problems that it has solved, just take a
job. What he is saying is that your degree is public property, that part, they will answer Christianity. But ask _the same
the only justification, the only moral justification, that one can find question of a Catholic, and he or she will answer that they look at the youth groups in churches who, instead of
· becoming a part of the growing number of juvenile delinto go to school is so he can nurture skills that wil1 benefit his are of the Catholic faith.
quents, are fellowshipping with other youth. It's true that
Christian!ty
and
Catholicism
have
the
same
basic
bebrothers.
this problem is not solved, but it is certainly better. There
s9n,
but
lief
that
God
is
God
and
that
Jesus
Christ
is
his
Bayer is saying education is an unselfish endeavor, and the rest
is
no government organization that can solve all the social
"catholic"
that's
where
the
similarity
ends.
The
word
of the tax-paying public should behave just as unselfishly as
problems
that we face today.
means
"universal."
In
other
words,
the
Catholic
faith
is
for
college students do. What a sham.
If
you
don't
believe me, just read II Peter, chapter three
to
encompass
all.
everyone.
It
is
.a
belief
made
ThelittlelawofeconomicsthatBayerfail¢tomentionisthis:
and
argue
that,
because
the words wiB no longer be mine,
The
Christian
faith
is
not
for
everyone.
In
order
to
be
The costs will remain the same, but it won't be the American
to
the Bible. I'm not saying that
they'll
belong
instead
people who bear them. All you finance majors will notice this as able to call yourself-a Christian, you must lead a certain life
Christianity
the perverbial ''there's no such thing as a free lunch" rule. Not and hold certain beis the perfect
quite. It's the "for every action there is a opposite reaction" rule. liefs to be true.
religion, "JeSo make you choice. Do you want to pay for it now, or do you Christianity does not
cause w:.~Je
recognize the legitiwant to pay for it later? Either way, you're going to pay.
of
priests
and
macy
-Bob Vogel
~t~~it~: ri~~;
nuns. Nowhere in
News editor
the Bible does it state
me,itmaynot
be for somethat "men and
(c) 1995 The Central Florida Future, Inc.
women of God"
one else. But
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must lead celib~e ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- blaming all
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lifestyles. If this is what God had intended, he would n~t religions for the mistakes made by one is ridiculous.
ThewordChristianitylitera11ymeans"imitatorsofChrist."
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can go to any real church, andI can guarantee you that they will
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Some believe that organized religion is a part of the not look like or act like any of the aforementioned.
Photo Editor
Armando Solares
While I'm sure that the majority of the real Christians
Copy Editor
Richard Agster problems of society and not part of the solution. I don't
would
love to publicly denounce religious radicals who porthink
that's
the
case
at
all.
Religion
has
changed
the
lives
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of
many
for
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better.
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is
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while
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better
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Of course_priests are molesting young
boys. They have nowhere eIse to turn.
They've been_told by the Catholic church
-that as 'men of God,' they must remain
pure and holy.
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The more things change, the more they stay the same here in the US

H

ere's a news flash for you: A recent CBS News/
New York Times poll found that House Speaker
Newt Gingrich (R-Ga.) has a very high negative
rating. Imagine that.
Among those polled, 45 percent were undecided, 22
percent had a positive view of the speaker, and 33 percent
viewed Gingrich in a negative light. This unprecedented
rating for a House Speaker was surpassed only by Gingrich's
ideological opposite, Rev. Jesse Jackson. Another bombshell!
It seems that wo.rven react far more negatively to Gingrich
than men, as if that's really news to anyone. This might
account, in part, for the lack of enthusiasm among the American people about the GOP's Contract on America, as well as
the Republicans' inability to get any significant legislation

Tampa) wants to impose a multitude of new rules and regulations on people under the age of 21.
The Republican senator apparently found his son playing
a "violent" video game and went into convulsions. Knowing
hehas beenaninadequateparentandthathissonisjustanother
mindless right-wing goosestepper in the making (a result of
poor parenting), Grant decided to introduce legislation that
would make it illegal to sell or rent to anyone under the age

•Who decides what "really violent" is?
• What business does the government have regulating
video games anyway?
Don'tthink thatit'sjust the under-18 set that Grant wants
to control. Oh, no. There's a good percentage of college
students Chat will be affected by his grandstanding legislation,
as well. Consider these other bills:
•Anyone under21 who buys cigarettes could be fined up
to $1,000 and go to jail. So could the person who sells them.
This goes way beyond stupidity. You can vote at 18, you can
die for your country, you can drive, but you can't buy a pack
of cigarettes. Even child-mol~sting priests don't get treated
this severely. Where does the right-wing get their bizarre
thinking from?

~ugh~S~~I~nkthAfm~Ame~~----------------------------- ·

[Proposed legislation] goes way beyond
stupidity. You can vote at 18, you can die
for
COUntry, but YOU can't buy 8
k .,. .
H E
h.ld
I t•
pac o. c1gare es. ven c -mo es 1ng
p_rieSts don't get treated thiS severely.

.are finally starting to realize that Mr. Newt and
his Republican henchmen have a secret agenda
that goes far beyond anything written in their socalled contract.
Waita minute! What was I thinking? The poll
YO~r
wasconductedbytheNYTimesandCBSNews!
I
It must be biased, of course, because these organizations are part of...the liberal media! Those
rotten tree-buggers!
The main goal of the Republicans' agenda is the reaffirrna- ofl 8 a "really violent" video game. Anyone found guilty of
tionofthe WASPmalepowerstructure. There's nothing more this most heinous crime would be fined.$1,000 and get some
frightening to a right-winged Republican than a level playing jail time. Who cares about those crack dealers? Let's teach
field, so it's no coincidence that Newt and company want to those bastards at Blockbuster a real lesson.
return to the "Good old days."
Now, I've got a couple of questions: ·
Of course, their definition of the good old days is just a
•Didn't the Republicans campaign on the promise ofless
little bit disgusting. To them the good old days mean: blacks government and fewer regulations? Less interference in our
on the back of the bus andin the cotton field (just ask Sen.Jesse Ii ves?
'·
Helms or Sen. Strom Thurmond), women barefoot and preg•Who will pay for the enactment and enforcement of ~s
nant in the kitchen (you know, while men are out hunting inane legislation?
giraffes),allthewhileeveryJewishandMuslimchildisforced
•Doesn't law enforcement have enough to do? (Okay,
to say a Christian prayer in school (God Bless America).
maybe we can get Sheriff Bob Vogel and the Volusia County
The Contract on America is not about change for the better Ges~po to handle this with money they seize from innocent
- it's about politics as usual. It's about imposing one narrow people. Hadn't thought of that.)
point of view on everyone, through the policies of hate and .
• Why do legislators know better than parents? Just
mind control.
because Senator Grant and his children succumb easily to any
Naturally, this mindset exists at all levels of govemmenL and all influences doesn't mean that the rest of us do. I'd like
We have oui own right-wing fascist right here in Florida. to see the extensive research that proves a causal relationship
(Okay, we have more than one.) State Se~ator John Grant (R- between video games and violent actions.

.'

t'k/

tI

·M~~oo~TI~'tri~~the~k~a~

up truck. Why? We're not all from Bithlo. Next thing
youknow,it'llbeillegaltofartinpublic.Wherewillthis
stupidity end?
·
• Myone under 21 caught driving under the influencewillhavetheirdriver'slicensetakenawayonthe
spot. Yes,drunkdrivingisaproblem,andanyonewho
drives under the influence is a major scuzzball, but
shouldn'tarulelikethisapplytoEVERYONE,notjust
to people under2 l ?It should, but Grant only targets this
one group for a reason that :we're all painfully aware of.
Much like the rest of the college-aged students across the
nation, UCF students are normally very apathetic. It takes some
religious fruitcake on the Green to get even the most minuscule
rise out of you, but consider this carefully: Senator Grant wants to
take rights away from you simply because he believes he knows
better and is superior to you. The question is: Do you even care
about your rights? I doubt it
You're too busy mourning that wussie Kurt Cobain and
bitching about how Reality Bites. You don't give a damn. But on
theslightchancethatyoudo,provemewrong.Don'ttaketheeasy
way out like that coward Cobain. Get involved. Life only sucks if
you let it.
But if you let someone like John Grant run roughshod over
your rights, they'll continue to do so until you become one of the
goosesteppers, too. So, tb the apathetic masses out there (as well
as to Kurt Cobain), I dedicate my copy ofBe.ck's "Ipser."
Kind of says it all, doesn't it?
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CLUB INFO
WESLEY FOUNDATION
United Methodist Campus
Ministry
Student Center Room 206,
Wednesday Fellowship 6:00 PM,
SC211, Sunday Dinner Group,
5:00 PM. Weekly Bible Study
opportunities and much more.
Steve Binkley, Director
Call 823-5335 for information.
All Welcome!
FCA meets every Thurs. 7 PM
atWDSC.
Call our 24 hr. hotline - 6792645 4 info.

SALES/MGMT
Sports Minded!
T earn players, goal oriented and
want to train.into mgmt. positions.
644-9588
SALES/MKTG
MONEY MOTIVATED
Enviromental company needs
achievers to take charge.
Call 644-3909

ATTENTION
ATHLETES/STUDENTS
Get $$ to train. $30 per hour.
Rickshaw Tours of Winter Park
Outgoing people call 627-0052

GYMNASTICS COACH
- Preschool thru Advanced, ability
--------------1 to interact well with children.
UCF FOOTBAG CLUB
Some knowledge of gymnastics a
is in full effect for 1995!
must. Eves. 16-18 hrs/ wk., some
Every Friday at 4:00 PM on
Saturdays. Serious only call for
The Grass in front of Ed. Bldg.
appt.
For more info call
843-5005 Mon-Fri 4-6 PM
275-1613
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Student
Union meets Tues. 9 PM - TR
542, Room 101
ALL WELCOME!

UCF NEWMAN CLUB
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass Sunday 11 AM, PH 115,
Club .Night, Thurs. 7:30 PM
For more info: 281-4438
UCF DIVE CLUB
meeting Wed., March 29 from
5:30 - 7:30 PM, at Kelse)"s
Pizzaria, across from UCF
campus near UC? Theatre. All
welcome. $10/semester.
Discount dives, equip., rentals.
$35/Wreck diving in Pompano,
April 1. Call 382-8007 for info.

1 Rm in 3/2 Hse. $330 includes
all. 5 min. from UCF, W/D, pool,
tennis. Sandy 366~9391
Clean, quiet, N/S, over 20 female
wanted to share furnished 3/2
house w/male. $200/mo. + 1/2
Conway area. 277-92~9.Leave
message.

. fOQQ.b_NJ
3Bd/2Ba House, close to UCF,
in nice neighborhood. Includes
garage and hot tub. $800/mo. ·
Call 657-0648

1/1 Extra Lg. Condo, golf
course, free cable, W/D,. $485 +
deposit. (407) 273-5671 (904)
276-0687

Earn cash stuffing envelopes. · All
materials provided. Send SASE
to P.O. Box 10075, Olathe, KS
66051
PUBLIC RELATIONS: if you
enjoy greeting people this is your
career opportunity! Positive
attitude a must! Full training
provided.
Call 647-4755

fOQ.6ALb_
PAGER - Beeps, vibrates, light,
time, alar111 clock. Only·$10. 407834-5400

Professionally Prepared Resumes & Term Papers. 24 hour
service available. Laser printer.
359-8974

WORD PROCESSING
Specializing in Resumes with
cover letters. FAST
679-4836

DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Typing
Term Papers-Resume~
Manuscripts
Desktop Publishing
Spreadsheets
Charts-Data Organization
Laser print. IBM/Apple equip.
Competitive rates. SW Orange
City.
Contact EMSl-DP Services
876-0080
A+ Typing & Word Processing
Laser print. Professional results!
Same day turn-around available!
Close to UCF! Call 366-7123

K.C.O. Inc. Typing $1.50
678-6735

Write News
823-8054

MESSAGES -- PHONE CALLS
Fast Accurate & Next to
Campus! Call Cherie for your
typing needs.
359-9203
WORDMASTERS
Typing and Resume Service
since 1986 for all your student
needs. IBM and laser equip.
Sameday service avail. Call
277-9600

ARE YOU MISSING YOliRS?
Do you need a telephone number for your JOB.ur your SOCJAL LIFE?
Do youjustneed more privacy for BUSINESS or PLEASURE"'
You can 11sc our \ oice mail for your message center!
You don ·t even need a telephone of your O\rn!
We offer.a priYate. secure. inexpensive. and reliable computerized
telephone message center for your needs 24 hours a day.
ONLY $5.00/MONTH

CALL
354-4622

Orthopedic ·a ueen size·bed,
never used. $145. Full size
$125. Must sell. 671_-9687
Brother Word Processor.
Excellent cond. Includes disks.
$150. 678-4788

MUST SELL! Singlebed, 19"
remote/color TV, 13" color TV,
leather chair, G/E portable phone
657-5518

. We've heard enough about what's wrong
with our communities. Now it's. time to
get things done.
1989 Chevrolet Cavalier, 4/dr,
auto, A/C, P/B, P/S. $1100 OBO.
Call 823-2111 or 382-6566
Namho

AMERICORPS*NCCC IS YOUR CHANCE TO:

Restore parks and endangered hab#ats.
Teach children to read - and to love learning.

ACCOUNTING TUTOR
CPA/Former College Instr. Call
Loretta at 256-1140

Interviewing Techniques
Resume Writing call Dan 6774479. 9 years of experience!
GET CASH!!
$50 - $300 - Checks held till
payday. 678-153-5

Build homes for the homeless.
Keep teenagers in school offdrugs.
Immunize infants.
Turn gang battlegrounds into kids' playgrounds.

Get things done.
FUNDRAISER
· Exclusevely for fraternities,
soroities & student organizations.
Earn money without spending a
dime. Just.3-5 days of your time.
A little work .... a lot of money.
Call for info. No obligations. 1800-932-0528' ext. 65

PARTYING BECOMING A
PROBLEM!!
The Break The Chain Group of
Alcoholics Anonymous meets
every Monday & Wednesday at
noon. UCF Student Center,
room 211 '
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yfil)ds a l)e~ look OI) 'Roseaooe'
0 Sa-ab Cl)ake conr
ll}el)tsOl)belypierci)g,

tbat AeIOSll)itb babe
a)d l)eJ- jackpot' role.
by DEREK KRAUSE
Film editor

she landed a role in Kids 'Zone, an educational
series on the Canadian-based Knowledge
Network, which she worked on for three
years. While in high school, she balanced
school and acting with roles on various TV
movies, including NBC' s Beyon.d Obsession
with Victoria Principal, and the PBS film City
Boy.
Chalke's part on Roseanne involved
months of auditioning. She described the
phone call she received for the first audition as
"funny."
''My sister took the call, and they asked
if Sarah was there. 'Oh no she's not, can I take
a message.'
'Uh, yeah, can you tell her that Tom
Arnold called.'
'OK, sure.' I got home, and that was the
call back."
After her final auditions in Los Angeles, Chalke later found out that she got the
part~ "Initially, I didn't know what I was
auditioning for. They said thatJ was auditioning for a new comedy series filming in 1994 ...
After the call back, they had me come .down
and do a couple of auditions in the States. It
was so scary. It was really one of the most
nerve-racking things I've ever done, because
it was right on the set with the cast and the
crew. It was fun, really neat...Lateron, I found
out that I got the part. It was so unbelievable,
I couldn't fathom that."
Acting for half of her life she didn't
view herself as a child actor. "I really didn't
start doing anything on TV until Kids 'Zone,"
she said. "That was only broadcast in Canada.
I've only been really working this year and the
pastfew years ...done some work. Major work."
What about following the path of a
similar young actress like Alycia Silverstone
(From the Aerosmith video's on MTV). If
Chalke were given the opportunity, would
she do a music video?
"I never thought about it. You sort of
w~nder if music videos influence you. But I
think to a certain extent, it must. Speaking of
that video, she gets her belly button pierced.
Three of my ~est friends came to visit me in
the 'States, and we decided that would be a
really good to do as.a bonding thing before we
went our separate directions. I don't know if
I'd do a video. But, I don't see-why not."

H~r name hasn't quite caught up with
her face, but the star of ABC's hit sitcom
Roseann€ ~arah Chalke, finds herself in near
bliss.
Speaking with Chalke during her recent visit to Orlando, I found her to be as
pleasant and cheerful as the flowery, bluesundress and bright smile she donned. Within
seconds, there wasn't any doubt how Chalke,
18, landed the "jackpot" role as the new
Becky. With a slight Canadian accent, she
w~s confident and personable, and I found
having a gracious conversation with such a
likable and down-to-earth actor a luxury.
After literally walking onto a top-rated
series where stardom is virtually guaranteed,
it was evident that Chalke is enjoying her
work as well as her success. Initially, how:
ever, there was some added pressure filling
the mold.
"It was intimidating," Chalke said. "Just
knowing how many people watch [the show]
and how successful it is. That was scary. I just
Chalke is content with her recent success on the hit series 'Roseanne.'
had to kind of put that out of my mind and
forget all about it."
Well, she's not on the cover of Enter- offfrom school, and later this sUmmer she will be
Now in her second season, Chalke still
tainment Weekly, but Chalke said, jokingly, auditioning for roles in TV movies.
endures the weary status of the new Becky.
she was on the cover of British Columbia
While Roseanne takes up much of her
She says, however, the stigma hasn't bothWoman, a local magazine. Although it was time, Chalke managed to graduate from high
ered her.
just a local publication, she said she thought it school with her friends in Vancouver last
was funny to see her picture around town, and year.
"It doesn't really get aggravating. Because part of the job was replacing somebody,
"it was still exciting."
"Its been hard for me at times," she said of
A path the young beauty would like to trying to balance herjob and social life. "It would
and I sort of knew that and accepted that."
follow is that of Academy Award winner Jodie be ideal if they filmed in Vancouver. I've grown
The old Becky, Lecy Gorenson, left the
Foster. '1 saw Nell, and I know she not only has up in Vancouvermy whole life, all my friends are
show due to legal matters, but Chalke said sbe
acted but directed.as well, and I see myself going there, and I miss them so much. My family, too,
doesn't shadow the old actress. "I try to, sort
in that direction. I really like what she has done lives there, but they do come to visit."
of, make her have a positive side, because
with her career." Chalke said she is taking a year
sometimes she gets pretty frustrated and has a
hard time dealing with stuff."
.
A native of Vancouver, British Colombia, the only problem Chalke had adapting
from Canadian television to United States
programs was its terminology. "In Canada,
they don't say 'Hit your Mark.' I felt bad that
I didn't know what it meant. I didn't want to
seem dumb, so I tried. 'Hit your mark.' I'm
sorry, so I asked what it meant, and they said,
'Stand there.' "
Speaking of the veteran cast and an
already successful track record, Chalke said it
was scary for her to come onto a set where
everybody had been working together for five
years.
"Everyone was so welcoming,'' she
said. "I go back and forth to Vancouver in our
off time. So I got home after the first set of
tapings, a~d there was a big green bonnet on
the doorstep that [the cast] sent...everyone
was really, really great. That made such a
difference, because when you're in a new
place and you don't know anyone - the first
time I was in Los Angeles was for the audition
- it's pretty scary. It made a really big
difference."
"Work is great," she continued. "Everyone is so great and so much fun. We just
laugh all the time. John Goodman [Dan
Conner] is always cracking jokes and doing
impressions. They're really a neat group of
people to work with and they're all really
together and close."
Chalke began her career in fourth grade
pl10to/ SOLARES
by acting in musical productions. At age 12, Chalke enjoyed a recent visit to the MGM Studios theme pa~k at. Walt Disney ~orld~
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was stal)di~ too close to
tbe E~e ar)CI fell il)to tbe _

Text aod Pbotos
by )ill) Marth>

As most of you were partying in Daytona on Spring Break, the bands Catherine and
Hole invaded The Edge March 14 for yet
another sold-out night.
Catherine started the festivities off in
support of their latest TVT records release,
Sorry. Following a blistering set of guitar
driven greatness, a crmstricted Hole took
the stage to give the crowd what they
wanted - a peek at the "high" side of
rock and roll.
Catherine is group of
five great guys from that
music mecca known as Chicago. For those of you who
either: a) went to the concert and didn't care less
about this band or b) are
planning to skip to the latter
half of this article to read
about how much Courtney
Love is a "Grunge Goddess,"
let me just say two words:
Smashing Pumpkins. If your
ears perked up, good, now you
know about being "altemati ve."
For those who could care less
about "alternative," thanks for
reading.
For those of you who don't
know, the drummer for Catherine, Kerry
Brown is married to Darcy Wretsky, bassist for Smashing Pumpkins. Singer Neal .
Jendon and Guitarist Jerome Brown were
friends with Billy Corgan before the Pumpkins even
played a gig. So you actually c )re about this pithy little
band now, do you?

Catherine was formed in Chicago about four years ago with Neal
on guitar and vocals, Jerrome on
bass and a drum machine to accompany them. After adding new members and new instruments, they came
out with the promising TVT release
Sleepy, produced by Billy Corgan.
Critics and members of the recordbuying public took quick notice to
this new band out of Chicago. Being

produced by Corgan, obviously, it
was going to sound a lot like the
Pumpkins, and they did. With their
latest release Sorry, fans were expecting aPumpkin-esqe record. Giving Catherine credit, they stuck to
their guns and made the kind of
record they wanted to make.
As the crowd grew around
the chain link comer at The Edge,
Jerome and Neal sat on a picnic
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bench behind the club.
"The whole Billy Corgan
thing gets blown out of proportion.
I mean, we're friends with him. He
would have done it without the
Pumpkins thing," Jerome said in

,
'
•

•

reference to the production ofSleepy.
Neal added, "TVT put that 'Produced by .. .' sticker on [Sleepy]. I
guess it worked; we sold a decent
amount of copies." This article being no exception, Catherine is and ·
most likely always be
compared to Billy and
the gang. "Musically, we
are two very different
bands," Neal said, "but
sound wise we are very
similar. It's more a matter of having the same
tastes."
Having three guitars and a bass cranked
to full-blast, Catherine
has very few holes in
their sound. An obvious
influence over them has
been My Bloody Valentine. Both bands share a
sound that is defined by
layer after layer after
layer of chorused guitar
bliss. UnlikeMy Bloody
Courtney Love took her accent to the top - of the rafters that is.
Valentine, Catherine concentrates on their songs. really don't know."
was trashed off her ass, and the band climbing to the rafter of the Edge, she
"My Bloody Valentine is
Sorry is a loud record, but seemed fairly annoyed. I didn't at- allegedly bruised someone's chest.
an incredible group of don't get the wrong impression. This tempt ti> talk to Love herself as she Now he is pressing charges like
musicians, but we go band's motto is "Better Living wouldn't even talk to the little green ankle biting fame chaser.
more after writing songs Through Noise." Sorry is a some- smurfs and mickey mice running
All events aside, Hole did manand then breaking ~ut the times extreme, sometime beautiful around. I did however ask the abso- ageto play a decentset. Afterdimbing
pedals to see what we can collection of tunes. The fist and sec- lutely incredible new bassist Mellisa two speakers, a light structure and a
do."
ond singleshigWighttheheavieredge Auf Der Maur how the bands was rafter, I was surprised at Love's adaptWith the arrival of of Cathrine in the form of "Songs going since she joined in place of the ability of playing on the second story.
their new tour bus, I asked about Girls" and "Saints" respec- ChristenPfaff, whooverdosedonheroin The band looked annoyed but not
how this latest leg of their tively. The gorgeous aspects come earlier this year. "It's been cool." Ob- surprised. I figured this was some kind
tour was going. ''This past from the title track "Sorry," "Doll Ho viously not having time or the pa- of act, but according the members of
week has been great; use" and especially "Flawless." One tience for a second rate coHege news- Hole's sound team, it was not.
we'd been out touring of the m3:0y highlights ofSorry is the paper writer, much less a guy who is
The crowd got nutty gor fmost
withLondonSuede. That coverofBee-Gees' "Every Christian about two leagues beneath her, I re- ·songs off Hole's latest DGC rereally wasn't our crowd. · Lion Hearted Man." Sorry is an grouped and enjoyed the rest of the lease, Live Though This, "Vlolet"
Suede hav~a really rock- album fu]] of swprises, and I still Catherine show.
and "Miss World" got the two biging show, but their audi- haven't met any one who has been
What Mel1isa or I did not gest reactions After a Jong, weird,
ence just kind of stands sorry to spend their money on it.
know was that yet another patented wild and wacky night, everyone
there,'!saidJeromelookAs far as Hole goes, what can Courtney Love bad publicity inci- went home safe with a story or two
ing over at a few roadies I say, it was simple. Courtney Lo~e dent was about to happen. After to tell.
going by. Neal added,
''It was just a bunch of
goths with their hands in
· their pockets. The show
with Hole has been much
better, because it is our
kind ofaudience." Jerome
with his attention back to
4' .
the cherry Gretch in his
hands, ''We play to the
crowd who isn't afraid to
get down in the pit and
sweat.a little."
I wondered if they
1d ...
11
had any pre-conceived
U}I
ideas for the next record.
''I'd Jike to see a deaner
'I
I uo ...
record, but past that, we

an
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Offer your fellow students a
service they will always need.
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You can help them publish
their career desires and
educational accomplishments
in front of over 25,000 of the
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For an Immediate Interview
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We will help you start your own
business, representing Career Shop
to students searching for a career.
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Enter the Lifestyles
··condoms and Safer Sex in the OO's"
Video Contest.
, Here's your chance to tell all those people trying to get inside
your head, what's really on your mind. All you haVe to do is make
a 30-second video on how you'd sell condOms and safer sex today,
and you could be on your way to winning LifeStyl~ grand prize of
$10,000! Make it serious, make it funny, just make 1t unforgettable.
The LifeStyles Video
Contest. lt'~,$9.95 to
enter and 1t s as easy as
calling 1-800-551-5454.
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Pulitzer Prize-winning 'Piano Lesson' explores family relationships
by LA~URA BUNDY
Contributing writer
August Wilson, throughout
his career, has sought to present
African-American experience on
a large scale, while always paying
attention to the intimacy of connections. Like his earlier Fences,
The Piano Lesson is concerned
with some of the most deep and
turbulent relationships, those of
family. Currently, Ci vie Theatre's
Main Stage Series offers this
Pulitzer Prize-winning drama.
The Piano Lesson focuses
on siblings Boy Willie and
Berniece Charles, but everyone in
and around the Charles house in
Pittsburgh is drawn into the conflict. At the heart of the play is a
piano, intricately carved by
Berniece's a~d Boy Willie's
grandfather to tell the story of
their family. Boy Willie arrives in
Pittsburgh with a truckload of watermelons and a plan for the piano, which he sees as the key to
his land deal down South.
Berniece, however, has the
· piano in her possession and plans
to keep it that way. Relatives,
friends and a ghost square off over
this piece of heritage: tied to the
past or essential for the future?
Boy Willie is portrayed with
a fevered and chaotic energy by
Andrew "J.R." Tarver. Tarver's
charisma could almost be called
lunatic, except that his focus is so.
well defined. He knows exactly

who he is and what he wants.
While it may be tempting to view
Boy Willie's drive as selling out
his past, his conviction keeps us
from judging him too harshly. Boy
Willie has a comeback for everything that gets thrown in his face,
and Tarver be1ieves every one of
them.
Unfortunately, L ynndi Scott
as Berniece doesn't show as much
fire. Her voice is sufficiently shaky
when she is panicked, but her face
and body tend not to match it.
Scott finally shows her passion in
a state of denial about her dead
husband, but we never see her
come alive in the belief of something like we do in her disbelief.
·Scott's best, most easy scene
comes in Act II with Lymon,
played by the likeable Randall S.
Jackson.
Sharing Berniece's house is
her Uncle Doaker, a character
crafted well by Dennis Neal.
Doaker seems to be steady and
fairly mild-mannered, until the
issue of heritage becomes too hot.
His monologue detailing the history of the piano and the people it'
affected relates events in the past
and characters we never see. Yet
we are riveted by his m~gnetic
speech, as he shows the angry'
slightly bitter nature of Doaker's
strength. Joe Reed's Wining Boy is
as charming in his weaknesses as
Doaker is in strength. Fuil of jitters. house wisdom and tales,

courtesy/CIVIC THEATRE

Wining Boy, played by Joe Reed, reclines upon the family piano, the center of the conflict
in this August Wilson drama.

Wining Boy is present during the
play's strongest moments. The
ease and the tension of brothers at
the dining room table, the laughs
and the magical music that
emerges - these belong to the
Charles men in the play.
Peg O'Keef s sensitive and
light touch in the direction of The
Piano Lesson allows the characters to emerge and relationships to
be felt from where the audience is
seated.' It is to her credit that
0' Keef guides arid allows the ac-

tors to guide the shape of the play
so that each of the characters reminds us of someone with whom
we are connected: a mentor, a
family member, a friend.
The startling climax of the
play is a weird mix of human
emotion, the kind with the tangible tension we have all lived in
our own homes. However, as in
our family conflicts, the audience
doesn't necessarily know how to
react, sharing the nervousness with
some of the characters on stage.

Ultimately, The Piano
Lesson's beauty exists in the
simple relationships and conversation of the Charles household,
especially the men. The conflict
over the piano is merely the event
Wilson has chosen to facilitate
another exquisite telling of a family.
The Piano Lesson runs on
Civic Theatre's Main Stage
through April 2. For more information, call the box office at 8967365.
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All New Sho""

LED ZEPPELIN
Friday & Saturday:
9:00 & ~ 1:00 p.m.

LaserGrunge
The Best In Alternative Music
Friday & Saturday: 10:00 p.m•

.foo
SKIN~H
CENTER

Special Services A vai/ab/~

Facials I Mini Facials
4 Layer Masque
Light Chemical Peels
Glycolic Acid Facials
Acne Treatments
Discoloration - brown spots
Sun Damage
Pre & Post Operative
Ethnic Skin Care
Hair Removal

(407) 830-5051
1 Block East of the Altamonte ~all
Altamonte Medical Center, 106 Boston Avenue

PINK FLOYD
Shines On

Friday & Saturday: Midnight

LASER JAii
Saturday: 7:00 p.m.

, COST FOR ALL SHOWS $6.50

..

Admission price includes
3·D glasses and ear plugs, if needed.
Seating Is limited ancl on a
flnt·come, ff nt-servecl basis.
Prices ancl shows subiect to change
without notice.
0
~'Ve-ff.
~{ff.~~~ 810 E. Rollins Street
·~~~\ Orlando, Florida 32803
407-896-7151
Directions: Take 1-4 to exit 43, 1I4 mile East
on leh in Loch Haven Park - Free Parking
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After 44 years, Oklahoma State reblms to the Final Four
Reuters

EASTRUTHERFORD,N.J.
- Bryant Reeves scored 10 of his 24
points in a 17-4 second-half burst
that lifted Oklahoma State into the
Final Four for the first time in 44
years with a 68-54 victory over second-seeded Massachusetts in the
East Regional final.
Randy Rutherford added 19
points for the Cowboys (27-9), the
No. 4 seed, which had taken out topseeded Wake Forest in the Regional
semifinals. Oklahoma State has not

been to the Final Four since 1951.
"We beat a good Massachusetts team today, and we did it with
what they have been doing to people
- good solid defense and good defensive board play," said Oklahoma
State Coach Eddie Sutton, who
guided Arkansas to the Final Four in
1978.
Carmelo Travieso scored 11
points for the Minutemen (29-5),
whose frontcourt was shut out over
the finai 12 1/2 minutes. Massachusetts never has been to the Final
Four.

''They were very physical,"
Massachusetts Coach John Cali pari
said. ''They banged us, they bumped
us. We went in, we didn't get a
good, clean shot without body contact. That's the way they play, they
did a great job of it. And that's the
way the officials called it, and that's
fine."
A follow shot by Lou Roe had
pulled the Minutemen within 41-39
before the Cowboys began their
decisiverun. Theseven-footReeves
made a layup and Scott Pierce added
another layup to boost the advan-

Arkansas retums to the Final Four again
•

•

•

•

Reuters

KANSAS CITY, Mo. Corliss Williamson scored 13 of his
21 points in the second half as defending champion Arkansas defeated Virginia, 68-61, to win the
Midwest Regional at Kansas City
and reach the Final Four.
Williamson led a surge in the
· final 10 minutes that saw the Razorbacks pull away for their easiest
victory of the NCAA Tournament.
Arkansas (31-6) will face
North Carolina in the national semifinals Saturday in Seattle with a
chance to become the first school
since Duke in 1991 and 1992 to
repeat as champions.
'
JuniorBurroughhad22points
and 16 rebounds for Virginia (259), which was denied its first trip to
the Final Four since 1984.
Arkansas has reached the Final Four in three of the past six
years .
Williamson overpowered
Virginia's interior defense, scoring

nine points in just over five minutes before getting away from the slow
as Arkansas opened a 51-46 lead p~ce that allowed them to upset top
with 4:40 to play.
seed Kansas in the regional semifiThe Razorbacks, who at- nal. Williamson scored and Scotty
tempted just three free throws in the Thurman had a dunk and jumper to
first 32 minutes, sank 14 of 18 from give the Razorbacks a 38-35 advanthe line in the last eight minutes.
tage with 11 :59 left.
Virginia trailed 27-25 at halfArkansas' backcouit ·tandem
time but quickly grabbed the lead at of Corey Beck and Clint McDaniel
31-27 on a three-pointer by Curtis was held without a point in the first
Staples and a three-point play by · half. Meanwhile, Virginia's
Burrough. .
ba~kcourt of Staples and Harold
The Cavaliers still led 35-32 Deane combined for 11 points.

tage to six points.
Roe scored inside, but that
was the last basket by a frontcourt
player on Massachusetts. And with
three-point shooters Mike Williams
suspended and Edgar PadilJa injured, the Minutemen were in
trouble. Reeves, guarded for most
of the game by the 6-foot-8 Roe,
scored inside again before drawing

a fourth foul on Massachusetts center Marcus Camby, sending him to
the bench with 11 :45 remaining.
Reeves added two more baskets around a jumper by Derek
Kellogg.Jason Skaer had a steal and
layup, Rutherford sank a threepointer and Reeves scored from the
baseline to give Oklahoma State a
58-43 lead with 6:29 remaining.

Join the Fast-Track!!
PJITsMART, the leading retailer of pet food and supplies, has tripled th e number

of our innovative superstores across the country.

Assistant Managers
We offer college graduates an exceptional opportunity to participate in our fast-track advancement program, which may lead to Store Director within 3-5 years. Successful candidates will possess a dynamic, high-energy attitude. Retail experience is preferred.
Sign-up today for an interview at the Career Placement Office! Our PETsMART recruiter
will be on campus:

Friday, March 31, 1995 +8:30am-4:30pm
If you are unable to interview on the above date, we are still interested in talking with you,

so please call (800) 899-7387, ext 6803. We offer competitive salaries, excellent benefits and great advancement potential. PETsMART tests for drugs. EOE.

Where pets are family.'M
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W'r.ichever direction you decide to
$400 Cash Back or when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
take, we can help you get there in style,
or 1996 Ford or Mercury car, minivan or
a Special A.PR~
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
See your Ford or Linco1n-Mercury dea1er or
you can get $400 Cash Back or a Special A.PR~*
ca11 1-800-3 '2 I -15 3 6 for detai1s.

-

ffi

LINCOLN

I ~ I Mercury ~
'Special Annual Percentage Rate alternative not available on leases, Customer Option Plan or Red Carpet Option Plan . ..To be ~ligible , you must graduate ~it_h _a bachelor's degree.
or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1/93 and 9/30/95. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 10/1/94 and 9/30/95. Some vehicle ehg1bility restnct1ons apply.

Student Bargains
Save more. It's been rented beforea .
Sleeper & Chair Sets ......... from
5-Pc. Dinette Sets .............. from
3-Pc. Occational Tables ..... from
Full Bed Sets ...................... from

$199.99
$99.99
$59.99
$59.99

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

1920 Semoran Boulevard

·.CORT:·

- ·FURNITURE RENTAL
. CLEARANCE CENTER

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm
Sat. 10am-5pm

take
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NLRB to seek injunction in baseball strike
Reuters

WASHINGTON - The National Labor Relations Board voted
Sunday to seek a federal court injunctionagainstMajorLeaguebaseball owners in a move that could
speed an end to the players' strike.
In a rare-Sunday meeting, the board
said it would seek the restraining
order in U.S. District Court for the
Southern District in New York on
Monday to re.store free agent bargaining, arbitration and anti-collusion rules.
The injunction also would
allow the players to play under the
terms of the expired collective bargaining agreement.

Should the judge allow the
injunction, Players Association head
Donald Fehr said he will call an end
to the union's strike. The owners
havesaidthatthey'drespondtothat
scenario with a lockout of the play:.
ers.
The fact that the NLRB voted
in favor of the injunction is no guarantee that a federal judge will concur. With the decision and appeals
processes, it is unlikely that the situation will be resolved any time soon,
and the season seems sure to open
with replacement players.
The injunction was sought
after baseball mediator W.J. Usery
had a phone conversation with
NLRB Chairman William Gould.

Kaplan and get

a higher score ...
'2 8 2:..0505
More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find .out why.
1-800-KAP-'"FEST

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

Located across from U.C.F. in
1

the UC6 Shopping Center

'v'
. '
we -D· e t·1-ver.
25¢ Wings
EVERYDAY 11-5
All Day and Night &aturday

AF ROTC
CAN YOU HEAR
OPPORTUNITY KNOCKING?
r-

800,000 students in America
graduated without a job in 1993.
DONT BE A STATISTIC!
Guarantee your job after graduation. Ask Major Mack
Put a little Disney in your life.

©The Walt Disney Co.
Equal Opportunity Employer

about the unique opportunities in AFROTC.
..

Biology Building Rm 306, 823-1247

{

Gould had held off a decision
on Thursday as Usery attempted to ,
bring the two sides together for talks,
but the owners have refused to return to the negotiating table.
The two sides have not corn- <'
rnunicated this weekend. Usery had
said acting baseball commissioner
Bud Selig and Fehr were due to ~.
have a telephone conversation sometime this weekend.

Look in Thursday's section
for exciting editorial and
stories that will keep you
abreast of all the happenings
of UCF athletics. Thank you
for your support.

(
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Replacement Ball? Lefs Go Cowards!
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Signs of major league ball:
huge salaries, stuck-up media
model I'm-too-sexy-for-my-ownfamily superstars, $22 seats, $30
autographs, arbitration, free
agency, Donald Fehr.
They can keep it all. What I
really want to say to baseball's
establishment is SHOVE IT UP
YOUR BASEPATHS ! I WANT
BASEBALL NOW!
With the1995 baseball season fast approaching, I am proclairningmyselfareplacementfan.
Not a baseball fan - I won't associate myself with the above lista replacement fan. I think after a
few months (if the player's union
doesn't crack, break or just totally
fold) of seeing the once unrecognizable face on the field, no one
will notice, mind or care.
Here's why everyone
knocks replacement ball: people
want a hero. Lately, heroes have
been your Frank Thomases and
Ken Griffey ;Jr's. Greg Madduxes
and Barry Bonds. Who can rally
behind old guys past their prime ·
or kids who will never have one?
Replacement players are the
also-rans - the minor leaguers
who came a few hits shy of the
majors, undrafted~ollege hotshots,
former major leaguers out for one
more romp in the -sun and an assorted batch of flops and goofballs
that c0uldn' t make the grade. They
might also be your plumber (hitch
up 'em drawrs', Bubba), your
neighbor, or the guy you played
high school ball with (Go get 'em
Mike Gmjanek! See ya in K.C!).
Wait a minute, these are the downto-earth, good fellas I've hung with
for years! THESE ARE MY
GUYS! Take me out to the ball
game! RIGHT NOW!
Here's what I say:
THEY'RE ALL HEROES! It took
plenty of balls to come out to be

If the sports editor
of this sports section had a-few
more writers, he
probably wouldn't
have to keep putting in these
cheesy house·ads
for writers in his
section. Come by
the office or call
823-8054 and ask
for Jason
Swancey. I don't
care what your
major is or what
you look like.
•

replacement players in the first
place, and it takes plenty of balls
to play baseball with the title of
"scab" daily in front of thirty fans
(Oops. Didn't see that kid sleeping there. Thirty-one.) against the
wishes of most "baseball people."
These guys have a spot at my
dinner tab le any night of the week.
Now that we've established
that these guys are legit, we have
to set them apart from the nasty
major league. Since we have replacement players making up replacement teams, shouldn't they
have replacement names? A quick
run through the teams gives us
these new teams:
National League: Atlanta
Cowards, Chicago CubScouts, LA
Strikedodgers, San Fran Midgets,
New York ReplaceMets, San Diego Molesters (play on the recent

Look to the Future sports section for Orlando
Magic coverage throughout the season. .'

priest thing), Philadelphia Phillins, Cincinnati Rednecks, Colorado Rockheads.
American League: Oakland
Z' s (or F's if you prefer), California Hell's Angels (Ricky Vaughn
your ace pitcher), Dunedin
(Toronto) Immigrants, Cleveland
-Indian Givers, Texas Strangers,
Boston Red Scabs, Kansas City
Servants, Detroit Tigresses, Chicago Soiled Sox. Baltimore, not
participating, will not be associated with a replacement name.
At the concession stand, it's
chicken hot dogs and Near Beer.
Replacement batboys will be
found in college (retired from the
game) and in middle school (those
who tried out but couldn't make
the cut). Basebail renigged on the
umpires' contracts, so replacements will be in place. And the
hands that point and say "We're
#I" will still be sold, exposing a
different finger.
All in all, it makes for an
entertaining game - better than
what's on the tube now. I must
stop now, the Pro Bowler's Tour
is coming up on ESPN.

Univ~rsity

Mobil

Your one stop automotive need
r---~--------~------,

.. SPECIAL
OIL CH,ANGE

$19.95
Oil filter,

9~point

safety check

L----~~-~--~~~------~

Free medium fountain drinks with
any purchase
677-7988. .

(M©biU

University Mobil
4009 N. Goldenrod
Corner of University & Goldenrod

jlj \\
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Spring Break On·Cam.pus

1995

.

The Spring Break On-Campus Tour is starting to heat up!
so· squeeze into your old bathing suit and join us for two days
of FUN and SUN featuring: Citibank Velcro Olympics,
Sprint Air Volleyball, sumo wrestling, groovy music,
crazy main stage events and tons of fabulous prizes!
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THURSDAY & FRIDAY
MARCH 30 & 31

]

\ STUDENT CENTER GREEN l.

~

EVENT RUNS 11 AM - SPM
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UCF·continues to mow
through the TAAC
The Orlando Magic battled out
of a slump last week by beating two of
the best teams in the NBA in the
Phoenix Suns and Charlotte Hornets
and then took the show on the road to
Chicago Friday night to take the air out
ofMichael Jordan. Jordan did nothing
magical against the Magic, struggling
from the floor shooting around 30
percent Jordan, however, had a much
better game Saturday against the
Hawks, scoring 32 points and looking
like the Jordan of old hitting the game
winning shot as time expired. ·
In Sunday's NBC game, the
Magic took on the lowly Golden State
Waniors at home. Rather than have a
let down and play a bad game, the
Magic kept up their recent intensity by
blistering the Warriors 132-98. The
game was over by the half as the
Magic led 73-41. Next up,. the Magic
hit the road for a west coast trip and
will take on the Sacramento Kings
tonight.
In college hoops, March Madness is a1rnost at its peak. The tournament field is now down to four teams.
North Carolina beat a strong Kentucky Wildcat team for the right to
battle thedefendingchampfonArkansas Razorbacks. The Oklahoma State
Cowboys upsettop-seededWakeForest and then upset the second seed
UMASS Minutemen to earn a trip to
the fina1 Four and a showdown with
the UCLA Bruins. Fina1 Four action
will resume next weekend with the
championship game being played
April 3.
Saturday at 6:00 a.m., the boxing world sat up and smiled hopefully
as former heavyweight champion
Mike Tyson walked out of prison a
free man. After a three year stay in
prison, there is no telling how good
Tyson can be again. One thing is for
sure though, the media and the boxing
world have already bestowed a huge
burden on the shoulders of a man
barely out of prison and barley back
into society. Give it a break.
The NFL raised the salary cap
$2.5 million up to $37 .1 million. The
Cleveland Browns responded to the
raised cap by making Andre Rison,
formerly with theAtlantaFa1cons, the
richest receiver in NFL history with a
5-year, $17 million contract. Because
of that costly adventure, the Browns
were forced to make a little room
under the cap by trading Eric Metcaf
to the Atlanta Falcons. As part of the
trade, the Browns will receive the
Falcons' lstrounddraftpick, which is
10th this year.
The San Francisco 49ers failed
to match the offer made to running
back Ricky Watters by the PhiladelphiaEagles, so therefore, Watters will
be an Eagle come next season. The
49ers find themselves in need of a
running back, because Watters back
up Dexter Carter already left the team
as a free agent.
The tennis world had its eyes
'set on Sunday's Lipton Champion: ships as top seed Pete Sampras faced
off against second seed AndreAgassi.
The match lived up to the hype as
Agassi battled, finally putting Sampras
away with a third set tie breaker.

I

o The Golden
Knights' winning
streak has now
reached 15.
by MARC LOYD
Staff writer

"Caution:

Flammable"

should be the new motto of the
UCF' s baseball team.
The Golden Knights extended
their winning streak to 15 games by

said UCF assistant baseball coach
Mike Maack.
In fact the team is hitting .280
right now. Last year's squad only
managed a .240 batting average.
'The big difference between
last year's team and this year's is that
this team finds a way to win," Maack
said. "Even when we're down we

fl)

always know that we'll somehow
come back to win."
After Friday's pounding, the
Lions still came back for more and

dropped two more games to the
Knights to make it a clean sweep. In
sweeping y~t another T~AC ~ppo- game one of the doubleheader, n~nt. Thist.Ime,thev1ct1m.':asthe TAAC Pia er . of the Week,
Lions of Southeastern Loms1ana.
Y
. .
The Golden Kni hts (26_8) ~ leftfielderTon~M~lha,spar~eda
g F "d
two-run fourth mmng and that is all
started out on a good note on n ay
.
.
.
h L"
pitcher Rich Lawrence would need.
15 9 Th
by lpod unciKng .the mns - d. be Lawrence needed little help as he
Y
hi
· · ·
Go en mg ts were 1e
gave up two ts over six mmngs
rightfielder Adam Johnson who
hil
"ki
ti · th G Id
.
,
w estn ngout 1vem e o en
went4-5 w1thfiveRBI s. Fourother Kni h
.
.
h d
hi
g ts 4- 1 victory.
Knights also a two or more ts.
t
s th t
1n game wo, ou eas em
" · ·
a1l
Hittmg usu y comes on a
. .
h- b
· h"
. hi ng does, and Lomsrnna must ave een p1tc mg
photo/SOLARES
Iot sIower than p1tc
now our bats are coming around,"
see WINNING, page 13 UCF skipper Jay Bergman has led his team to a 26-8 record.
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UCF crew has a strong perfonnance in huge regatta
by JASON SWANCEY
Sports editor

The men's and women's crew
both kicked a little dominant northern
school butt this weekend at the Augusta Invitational Regatta in Georgia.
The ·men's varsity eight took
second place in a regatta that featured
41 schools. Among them were: Co1umbia,
Duke,
Dartmouth,
Georgeto\Vn,LaSalle,Miami,Rutgers
and Rollins.
.Florida came out looking like
the state that invented rowing as it was
Rollins taking first, followed by UCF,
with Jacksonville pulling up-~d.
''It was a rea1 good showing for

Florida schools in general," said the
men'screwcaptainBrianChilds. ''We .
h:id a rea1 good performance against
some of the big northern schools."
The men's novice eight followed suit and took second piace in
their bracket as well. This ensures a
bright crew future for UCF.
''None of these kids have ever
rowed in high school," Childs said.
'They're a big, strong crew, much
bigger than varsity. Athletically, there's
a great base to build on."
The women's lightweight eight
waslookingforbiggercha1lengesthan
what the lighweight division had to
offer. The team rowed in the open
varsity eight, where weight doesn't

matter, and they still managed fourth
place.
''There' sa1so alightweightcategory, but it would have been to easy,
so we wanted to row against the big
girls," said the women's crew captain
Brandi Ebright. .
They finished behind
Wesleyan, Skidmore and Williams
College-all powerhousesma11 north. em schools. On the way to the final
heat, UCF knocked off Duke and
Northwestern.
While the lighweights were
beating up bu~lies, the women's varsity eight were picking on someone
theirownsizeanda1sofinishingfourth.
UCF finished behind Georgetown,

Temple and the University of Miami,
threeofthebestschoolsinthecountry,
in the open women's varsity eight.
"All our boats made it to the
fina1 heats, which is quite an accomplishment," Ebright said.
"'
· The women's novice lightweight four got second overall. The
novice women's eight took fourth in
the regatta.
''It shows there's going to be a
lot ofpotential in the upcoming years,"
Ebright said. "These are freshman
who just learned to row, and they ~id
great."
Up next for UCF crew is the
Petrakis Cup at Lake Pickett in Orlando this Saturday.
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